BOLD-f MRI response to single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).
Five healthy volunteers were studied using interleaved transcranial magnetic stimulation/functional magnetic resonance imaging (TMS/fMRI) and an averaged single trial (AST) protocol. Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)-fMRI response to single TMS pulses over the motor cortex was detectable in both the ipsilateral motor cortex under the TMS coil and the contralateral motor cortex, as well as bilaterally in the auditory cortex. The associated BOLD signal increase showed the typical fMRI hemodynamic response time course. The brain's response to a single TMS pulse over the motor cortex at 120% of the level required to induce thumb movement (1.0%-1.5% signal increase) was comparable in both level and duration to the auditory cortex response to the sound accompanying the TMS pulse (1.5% -2.0% signal increase).